GRACE SONG LIST

Act One

OPENING SONG
HOW NICE
PROM!
WHAT A FASCINATING CASE
WHAT A FASCINATING CASE REPRISE
GOODBYE/ I CAN DO ANYTHING
REAL WORK BEGINS
PUT IT OFF
LULLABY OF PILLS AND LIQUOR

Act Two

ON/ OFF
YOU CAN’T DO IT
GIVE HER THE WORLD
WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF?
ONE STROKE
FINAL SONG
Opening Song
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Opening Song

Call us if you stay out past eight. 
Darling, Eat the food sitting on your plate.

Call us if you stay out past eight. 
Darling, Swee-tie.

Honey, We don't like you staying out so late. 
Swee-tie.

Honey, We don't like you staying out so late. 
Eat the food sitting on your plate.

I hear voices...
I hear voices!_

Joseph your father is so i-rate!

Britney your father is so i-rate!

Charlie your mother is so i-rate!

Daniel your mother is so i-rate!

Opening Song
Opening Song

Aer-e A - ber-crom-bie For-e-ver Twenty One Let's go to the mall! Let's go to the mall!

She looks so fat! She totes hates me O M G She went out with him? O M G O M G O M G

Hey dude, yo bro! What up my ho-mie! YO - LO YO - LO

Chill Dope Swag CRAY CRAY

voi - ces... I hear voi - ces... We hear voi - ces all day, all day,

voi - ces! voi - ces... We hear voi - ces all day, all day,

voi - ces! voi - ces... We hear voi - ces all day, all day,

voi - ces! voi - ces... We hear voi - ces all day, all day,
Opening Song

mark... I hear voices rumbling inside of my brain.

mark... I hear voices all day, inside of my brain.

mark... I hear voices rumbling inside of my brain.
Opening Song

 Asking me: "Am I going insane?" I hear

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!

 voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, voices, I hear voices!
How Nice

Cue: MS. HARNICK says "Pull a few strings"

Grace Piano

"8 - A. M.: BLUE" I think it's just one?

What if I skipped it? Now wouldn't that be fun? Mo- ther warned me that I

have to take my pill. Like I don't know that I wish she could just chill. In-
struc-tions say to take it with my meal. I've got-ta get to class! I just

Pno.

guess I'll have to deal... Look there's Bob-by go-ing to the gym!

Pno.

Look there's Brit-tany! Hmm... Did she get with him? I won-der if she goes run-ning? I won-der why

Pno.

she looks stun-ning? I won-der how her hair's so straight? I won-der if

Pno.

I'll ev-er date? How nice it would be to be pro-m queen, To wear a big spar-ky gown!
How neat it would be... how neat it would be to be the prettiest girl in this town!

How great it would be to just relax and sit with my friends at lunch...

But, now? How nice it would be...

"1 P.M. RED" I take with my lunch. Doctor Ken told me

not to take a bunch... Look there's Jack eating a turkey wrap! Look at
How Nice

Her new Coach bag that girl is such a JAP! I wonder if she has money? Her dad must make lots of money! You'll get some if you sleep with him! SLEEP WITH HIM G: "Who said that?" How nice it would be to be a book worm! A "4 point 0," a huge success! How cool it would be how cool it would be to give the valedictory address! How great it would be to just be able to concentrate on my work... But, now? But
some-day I'll look back and laugh a-bout why I wor-ried
As I'm stro-king my hus-band's hair!

I will look back and I'll think to my self what an un-fort-un-ate girl while I am play-ing with my

kids! I won't just "sur-vive" I'll win, I will thrive!
I will thrive!

(A Trance-like state)

You should kill your-self you should kill
yourself you should kill yourself you yourself you should STOP IT!

I forgot to take the purple one...

won't forget this time... So what if I let go? Is that such a crime?

This pill makes me want to go to bed! If I keep this up I might end up dead!

How nice it would be how nice it would be simply be a
How Nice

How nice it would be to have a fighting chance to live in a normal world! Is that too much to ask? A simple life! A stable life!

How nice it would be...
Cue: Joy says, "I can't believe it! Already?!"

Prom!

Charlie Madison

With motion $\frac{\text{d}}{\text{t}} = 120$

Soprano:

Alto:

Tenor:

Bass:

Piano:

Wow, it's almost time for

Oh my god I can't believe it!
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Prom

yeah girl I'll take you to the PROM. Are you going to the PROM? Will you take me, will you take me to the PROM?
night of our lives, the event to fantasize about? It's PROM! Are you going?

night of our lives, the event to fantasize about? It's PROM! Are you going?

night of our lives, the event to fantasize about? It's PROM! Are you going?

night of our lives, the event to fantasize about? It's PROM! Are you going?

night of our lives, the event to fantasize about? It's PROM! Are you going?
S
B
T
A
Pno.

I gotta start my no carb diet! "Hash tag Prom!"

chie!

Prom...

Man, you've gotta rent a chill limousine!

Prom...

Prom...

With cool stuff like a sick TV
Of course you have to get it! "Hash tag Prom!" PROM! I better see screen!  

you, better see you at the PROM! Will you save me a slow dance at the
Well, are you Grace?

Come on, girl, now don't be lame!

GRACE: Stop it, I don't know yet!

Come on, I don't know...
Grace! Now don't be lame! Come to PROM?

Grace! Now don't be lame! Come to PROM? Hey girl do ya wanna go to

Grace! Now don't be lame! Come to PROM? Hey girl do ya wanna go to

May be he'll really kiss me at the PROM?

May be he'll really kiss me at the PROM?

PROM? I've got ta buy two tic-kets for the

PROM? I've got ta buy two tic-kets for the
One and only Prom! FIRST! SHIT! What if I'm already too

One and only Prom! FIRST! SHIT! What if I'm already too

Only and Prom! Wait? FIRST, I've got-a find a date! Ho-ly SHIT!

Only and Prom! Wait? FIRST, I've got-a find a date! Ho-ly SHIT!

One and only Prom! Wait? FIRST, I've got-a find a date! Ho-ly SHIT!

One and only Prom! Wait? FIRST, I've got-a find a date! Ho-ly SHIT!

I've got-a find my soul-mate at the "Hash-tag Prom!" The prom... DAN: Hey, uh, Grace?

I've got-a find my soul-mate at the "Hash-tag Prom!" The prom...

I've got-a find my soul-mate at the "Hash-tag Prom!" The prom...

I've got-a find my soul-mate at the "Hash-tag Prom!" The prom...

I've got-a find my soul-mate at the "Hash-tag Prom!" The prom...
GRACE: What, uh, who? Me?
DAN: Hey, I'm sorry- did I freak you out or something?
GRACE: Sorry, you look like somebody I know...
DAN: Well, we are in the same Calculus class, and the same-
DAN: -gym class, and the same art class... Actually, I think you're in almost half of my classes.
GRACE: Yeah, I guess we...
DAN: ... How are you?
GRACE: In the middle of some homework...
DAN: I see... So, uh, do you like eating?

DAN: And dancing? Uh, ah, that didn't come out right- I'm sorry.

GRACE: Excuse me?

GRACE: Why are you sorry? Wait! Oh my god! Does he... like me? Is that why-

DAN: What?

GRACE: - he's nervous? Oh my god, oh my god! Quick- say something nice to him! You uh, seem, like a really fast runner!

GRACE: In gym class- you always finish the jog first.
DAN: Oh, thanks, uh, that's cool. So I was wondering-

DAN: Um, I don't know how to say this, but... I think you're really pretty, and, uh, I think we'd have a great time together at the prom.

GRACE: Yeah?

DAN: Do you want to go with me?

DAN: No, uh, why?

GRACE: Wait- are you in my history class?

GRACE: Do you take AP Chem?

GRACE: Are you're not going to come out of nowhere and tar and feather me or something?
DAN: Grace—what's this about?

GRACE: A boy who's in neither of my trigger classes. This is too good to be true! Can I think about it?

DAN: Well, uh, today's the last day to buy tickets. Otherwise, I'd totally let you, like, sit on it.

Some day I'll look back and laugh about why I worried, thinking,
Grace come to PROM...

"What a good time I had at Prom..." I will look back and I'll think to my self,

Grace come to PROM...

What a beautiful girl... while I remember Senior Prom! I won't just survive

PROM...

Are you going to the PROM

PROM...

Are you going to the PROM
PROM! I can't believe it's PROM! Yeah!
PROM! I can't believe it's PROM! Yeah!
PROM! I can't believe it's PROM! Yeah!
PROM! I can't believe it's PROM! Yeah!
What a Fascinating Case

Charlie Madison

MO
Grace Cooper, how are you today?

GABI
Grace Cooper, how are you today?

ALEX
Grace Cooper, how are you today?

SARAH
Well...

Piano

M
Intro-ducing Grace Cooper

G
Intro-ducing Grace Cooper

A
Intro-ducing Grace Cooper ALEX: "Grace Cooper, A Case Study."

S

Pno.
(Gesture to cut off Actors)
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What a Fascinating Case

All THREE DOCTORS circle Grace, marchingly menacingly, almost akin to graceful robots.

The patient showed no symptoms until she was age fifteen.

But further observation has proven warning signs were
What a Fascinating Case

seen.

The patient's mother noticed lack of attention,

delusions of grandeur

What a Fascinating Case

hearing voices quite the list of symptoms

HMM ahh

hearing voices quite the list of symptoms

HMM ahh

hearing voices quite the list of symptoms

HMM ahh
What a Fascinating Case

Count for 8 seconds and then-- (Gesture to Cut Off Actors)

"Schizophrenia"

In classifying the patient's illness via the DSM-IV we found

"Schizophrenia"
What a Fascinating Case

"Recent History:

A brief account of our patient's last three hospital visits.

Vigorous, Fast-Paced
What a Fascinating Case

Dug December Twenty Third, at 4 p.m.: Patient hospitalized for being found on a highway instead of at school.
What a Fascinating Case

M

G

A

S

Pno.

But Mom couldn't buy the pills, had to pay the bills, than I got the chills...

M

G

A

S

Pno.

10th at 9 a.m. Patient follow up "GREAT" on only mild fatigue and low fevers

M

G

A

S

Pno.

But I had to have it
May 11th, 10pm. Patient rushed to the hospital after found unconscious with shallow-breathing in her bedroom. Glucose and creatinine lab reports confirmed the toxicology report, indicating an overdose of cocaine.

What a Fascinating Case

What a, what a, what a, fascinating fascinating case...

a mental wonder her brain we plunder until we blunder fascinating fascinating case...

What a, what a, what a, fascinating fascinating case...
What a Fascinating Case
Cue: All the doctors exit, leaving Grace alone.

What A Fascinating Case Reprise

Charlie Madison

Slow, Haunting

Voice

A mental wonder my brain they plunder until they blunder... Fascinating.

Piano

fascinating case...
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This friend is going through a lot of changes right now.

Goodbye/ I Can Do Anything

Charlie Madison

Allegro con moto

Grace

Piano

Out of my realm of possibilities!

Is it the time? Has it at last come? Time for me to be free!

It was nice to have you stay for a little while. But now I've packed your bags. Goodbye!

by! Good-bye! Ta-ta! Fare-well! Yes please leave now! Sure we've had our fun, but
now it's time to go! _ Good-bye! Good-bye! Ta-ta! Fare-well! Two whole years you've been by my side. You've made me laugh and you've sure made me cry, _ made me cry!__

Our time is done, and, _ well, you've got-ta run! _ So please don't out * stay _ your wel-come! Door is o-ver there! Au-voir! Si-a-na-ra! See you la-ter! Good-bye! Hel-lo _ "Grace 2-Point-

Fast and Funky

Oh!" You be-ter watch out!  "Grace
head's clear like the sky in July! I feel so good, I could cry! I can do anything!

I can fight crime! I can figure out how to stop time! I can

swim the English Channel! I can climb Mount Everest! I can

read all the books in the library. I can be an Oscar nominee. You'll

see my name on a big marquee! I'll rule the world that's my decree! That's my decree!
Grace 2 Point Oh _ never sheds _ a _ tear._ She is strong and tough like a Bu-
can - neer! Grace 2 Point Oh _ has com - plete con - trol! With her e - li - xer she be-
comes a _ whole! I can do a _ ny - thing!
Welcome to the real world!

Your presence wasn't forgotten!

Did you miss my face?

While my head was stuck in space.

I'm relieved you came in time to get through your mental grime because

now is when the real work begins...

I heard your D B Q was due two weeks ago.

The "real work begins?"

The Real Work Begins

Charlie Madison

©2014
The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins

The Real Work Begins
The Real Work Begins

GRACE: I’m fine. Lay it on me.

MS. HARNICK: Alright, well if you insist.
(Looking through file) Hm, where do I begin?

VAMP if needed

Cue line- "Look, I know
it's overwhelming."
year from now sitting under a tree! On a college quad feeling more at ease. Reading something like Socrates!

MS. HARNICK: Grace! We talked about this a month ago! I thought you were finally on board! Have you not moved forward in your application process at all?

GRACE: College? Oh-college...

MS. HARNICK: I cannot believe this. Well, we're in more of a rush now. We have to act fast. Let's see some of these deadlines. Let's start with RISD.

GRACE: I-uh... I've been busy! I don't know. I forgot, okay? My parents didn't go to college. They don't think about stuff like that-

The Real Work Begins
MS. HARNICK: Not with that attitude! You’re transcript is relatively impressive— at least what I’ve seen out of Hudson—

GRACE: There’s no way I’d get into RISD.

GRACE: It says the application’s due two weeks from today—

MS. HARNICK: Well no time like the present, Grace. Here— take a look at Corcoran. After all—

This is when the real work begins

Vamp if needed

MS. HARNICK: Well no time like the present, Grace. Here— take a look at Corcoran. After all—

This is when the real work begins

grins, creeps in, adds up, weighs

"Ap-pli-ca-tion due the Twenty Third" A seven hundred minimum score required___
The Real Work Begins

Cue Line: "Fantastic!"

Cue Line: "real work begins?"

Cue Line: "real work begins?"
know you'll be just fine! Real work begins... "real work begins?"

Now the real work begins... begins, the "real work begins?"

But my life is back on track! I'm back. So now is when the

real work begins.

real work begins.

real work begins.
Cue: Joy says, "Pwease! Can't you just put it off?"

Put it Off

School's out at 3 P.M. and you have a paper to write
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What will ya do?

No!!

When Mom says "Clean the dishes"

Write it?  Put it off?

No!!  Yes!

No!!  Yes!

No!!  Yes!

No!!  Yes!

When Mom says "Clean the dishes"

Yes!

Yes!

Yes!

Yes!

Joy!

But what if it all adds up and there's

That nag-ging bitch you tell her!  Just put it off!

Just put it off!

Just put it off!

Just put it off!

Just put it off!
Put it Off

Girl, save it for a rainy afternoon! Just put it off! Just put it off!

too much to do?

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Put it Off

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Put it Off

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Put it Off

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Put it Off

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Just

Put it Off
Take a page from my book... Yeah...

Put it Off

Don't you see how easy it can be?

But Joy, you have a 2 point 1 G. P. A. You almost
failed your history test last week! On a weekly basis your parents threaten to send you to boot camp! But am I having fun? Tell me!

Put it Off

GRACE: No, Joy. You're always miserable.

JOY: Well, touché. Whatever, I'm going to mall. If you decide...
Joy: Well, touché. Whatever, I’m going to mall. If you decide to loosen up-

Grace: No, Joy. You're always miserable.

Joy: Well, touché. Whatever, I’m going to mall. If you decide to loosen up-

Joy: Just put it off! (Joy hangs up.)

Grace: Yeah?

Joy: -for once in your life, meet me at Taco Bell in 15. And Grace?

Joy: Just put it off! (Joy hangs up.)

Grace: Yeah?
Put it Off

(GRACE tries and tries but the ensemble distracts...)

(The same problem, ensues.)

(And again...)

Put it off...

Put it off...

Put it off...

Put it off...

Put it off...

Put it off...

Put it off...

Put it off...
(GRACE gives up.)

Put it off... Put it off... Put it off...

Put it off... Put it off... Put it off...

Put it off... Put it off... Put it off...

Put it off... Put it off... Put it off...

One night out, it won't hurt... I'll finish early tomorrow! One night out's not so bad...
I'll catch up over the weekend! One night out, it won't hurt... I'll finish early tomorrow!

Procrastination: Teenage Nation...

Put it Off

Grace, the application's due

One night out's not so bad... I'll catch up over the weekend!

Education Deviation: Put it off!
76. Put it Off

_ the twenty third! _ Your essay's due in just one week!

ROSS: We're doing it.

DAN: I'll finish early tomorrow!

Put it

79.

Grace! Do you wanna go to the movies? Let's grab a bite to eat!

ROSS: We're doing it.

DAN: I'll finish early tomorrow!

Put it
Grace, the deadline is quickly approaching!

I'll catch up over the weekend!

Put it off?

Put it off?

Put it off?

Put it off?

Put it off?

Put it off?

Grace!

Grace!

Grace!

Grace!

Grace!

Grace!

Pluck the stress right out of your life!
Put it Off

Do what you want when you want to do it! When your problems wait around the corner avoid or half-ass your way through it! Put it off...
Put it Off...

Put it off through the end of the term.

Put it off...

Put it off through the end of the term.

Put it off...

Put it off through the end of the term.

Put it off...

Put it off through the end of the term.

Push it out of your way past all of Christmas

Tuck it

Push it out of your way past all of Christmas

Tuck it

Push it out of your way past all of Christmas

Tuck it
Put it Off

Put it off all the way to beyond the New Year.

Put it off all the way to beyond the New Year.

Put it off all the way to beyond the New Year.

Put it off all the way to beyond the New Year.

Prom!

Prom!

Prom!

Prom!
Sleep now, go to bed. Stay with the dreams inside your head.

We'll stay beside you, here to protect you. We'll never hurt you, never desert you...

Da-dy never warned you of mixing pills with liquor?
pressant plus de-pressant does not make a positive...

Let's forget somehow and lay your head down

Blacken your-self with the thick of the night. We'll gua-ran-tee you won't see morn-ing

Light. Sleep now go to bed with the dreams in-

side We'll stay side you, here to pro-tect you. We'll ne-ver hurt you,
But we'll here die...
leave you here
ROSS: (Pointing at Grace) Joy, look... ROSS: No! (Stopping Joy) Hold up- I think she needs some space... ROSS: (Pointing at Grace) Joy, look...
PRINCIPAL: Shit, shit, shit! Dawn, we're up to our heads in shit!

MS. HARNICK: Pete, I'm sure nobody'll sue, and this was outside of school grounds-

PRINCIPAL: -easy for you to say, you're not the principal!

Please save me, save me! and off and on and off..
Threats spark all around!

Threats lurk inside the mouth of a loved one.

Threats pour out quietly through the cracks.
ROSS: Grace, can you please talk to me? God!
MRS. HARNICK: There's still time, we can still do this-

off!

off!
You Can't Do It

Boys Voice 1

Percussion 1

Girls Voice 2

Percussion 2

Piano

Score

You Can't Do It

Charlie Madison
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You Can't Do It

Perc. 1

12

DO IT  SBHL...

Perc. 2

12

QUIT.

Pno.

15

FAILURE  F  F  F  F  F  F  F  F  F

Perc. 1

15

Palm Palm Fingers Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers

Perc. 2

15

Palm Palm Fingers Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers

Pno.

15

FAILURE  F  F  F  F  F  F  F  F  F

Perc. 1

18

Palm Palm Fingers Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers

Perc. 2

18

STOMP  STOMP  STOMP  STOMP

Pno.

18

FAILURE  F  F  F  F  F  F  F  F  F

Perc. 1

18

Palm Palm Fingers Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers Palm Palm Fingers

Perc. 2

18

STOMP  STOMP  STOMP  STOMP

Pno.
You Can't Do It

You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it!

Wild and ready to attack! Look! The crazy girl is back! Wild and ready to attack!

You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it! You can't do it!

Wild and ready to attack! Look! The crazy girl is back!

Wild and ready SIBL...
Give Her the World

Cue: ROSS leaves
Ms. Harnick's office.
Give her 5 seconds alone.

Ms. Harnick
I see her there, on the quad...
Sketching friends in the grass for her

Piano

fa-vo-rite class...
She draws completely at ease...

Instead of

living in her dark, dirty mess...
If only I could give her the world!

If only I could

buy her the moon!
If only I could give her the universe laid on a silver spoon!

©Charlie Madison 2014
Hope-fu-ly set-tled down. Fa-mous art-ist and wife! at the top of her life! No more

If on-ly I could give her the world! If on-ly I could
Give Her the World

26
buy her the moon! If only I could give her the universe laid on a silver spoon! If only I could

Pno.

29
give her the world! If only I could teach her everything! If only I could ease all her worrying...

Pno.

32
Cross that line: I could go to her right now... Cross that line: I could promise her that she will live another day...

Pno.

36
What'll you say, Grace?
Give Her the World

40

Pno.

What' ll you say? What' ll you say? If on-ly I could

Pno.

44

give her the world! If on-ly I could buy her the moon! If on-ly I could give her the u-ni-verse laid

Pno.

47

on a sil-ver-spoon! If on-ly I could give her the world! If on-ly I could teach her ev-ry-thing! If on-ly I could

Pno.

50

ease all her wor-ry-ing...

Pno.
What Are You Afraid Of?

Cue: Grace says, "You can tell everybody you tried to get me, or whatever."

Grace

Ross

Piano

What are you afraid of? Tell me! What are you afraid of? What are you afraid of?

Why are you so scared? Can you take control of all in your head? And let yourself loose!

un-tie all your burdens and be free? What are you afraid of? Doing something bad?
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What Are You Afraid Of?

Never feeling something other than mad? You're what? Eighteen?

My, there is so much out there! There are good things out there...

God! Think of all the places you've never seen! There's so, so much out there! There is nothing out there...

On - ly pain is out there!

There is no - thing out there... Out there!
Sure, you could end up living in a Psych Ward... But what else is out there that you have ignored, still unexplored?

There's too, too much out there!

There's so, so much out there!

What are you afraid of?
One Stroke

Score

Cue: ROSS lobs the spray paint can to GRACE.

Ross

Grace

Piano

Just one stroke...

visual reformation...

Pno.

ooo

try and put a mark on this wall will I start to recover?

Pno.
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Grace, you can do it. If I dare to put a mark on this space what will I discover?

You may never sort out what lies beneath you till you share what's deep inside with just one stroke.
Just one stroke...

Just one stroke

Pno.

Pno.

Pno.

One Stroke
Cue: GRACE leaves Ms. Harnick, walks into the Guidance Office.

Final Song

Charlie Madison

(Vamp if needed)

GRACE

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Piano

We hear voices... We hear voices... We hear voices... We hear voices...

We hear voices all day, all day, from dawn until dark! We hear voices all day, all day, from dawn until dark! We hear voices all day, all day, from dawn until dark! We hear voices all day, all day, from dawn until dark!
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quip, a challenge or a snide remark... I hear voices rumbling

an insult challenge or a snide remark... I hear voices all

quip, a challenge or a snide remark... I hear voices rumbling

Final Song
sane?" I hear voices... I hear voices!

sane?" I hear voices, voices, voices. voices!

sane?" I hear voices, voices, voices. voices!

sane?" I hear voices, voices, voices. voices!

sane?" I hear voices, voices, voices. voices!